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Please wait before writing your questions
Academic Advising

锺 in.tum.de/en/academic-advising

Open consultation hours
(phone and virtual)

Contact us with any questions or problems!

Information events – Let’s talk about:
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- …
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Study services:
- Career counseling
- Language courses
- Computer science courses
- International health insurance
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Moodle Course of the Academic Advisors

moodle.tum.de

Link to Course on: in.tum.de/en/academic-advising
Tips for Successful Studies

 hü  in.tum.de/en/tips

Structure of the study program, ECTS

Tips for the entire study life

Study progress control / ECTS limits

Problems and contact persons
Corona Information Page

in.tum.de/en/corona

Department-specific regulations on courses, exams, applications, ...

Mastering the Corona crisis: tips on studying, exams and life
(not only for times of pandemic)
Orientation Program

in.tum.de/en/orientation

SET – Study Introduction Days (Fachschaft)

Presentation of the Examination Regulations (FPSO)
Contacts for your Studies

を持っている

in.tum.de/en/contact-studies

Study Advisors

Secretary of the Examination Board

Program Coordinators
Compensating for disadvantages in studies

Please submit applications in good time, as soon as possible!

in.tum.de/en/barrier-free
Recognitions

in.tum.de/en/recognition

Recognition from previous studies

Within the first year of study

Only one application can be submitted

Processing time about 4 months
Take-Home-Messages

- Be aware of the credit limits
- Registration for exams is very important
- We are happy to answer your questions and try to help with problems
- There is a lot of information on the websites
- always include the department / Professional Profile as well in searches
  
  - e.g. TUM Informatics support electives
  - e.g. TUM Informatics barriere free

Good luck with the start of the new semester!
Important Links

in.tum.de/en/orientation